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1 SPHERE MOUNTING 

1.1 TAKING A PART OF ORIGINAL CARTRIDGE 
 

Remove the pression from the cartridge, emptying the two chambers. 

        

Unscrew the cap with the specific hexagonal key. 

        

Pull down the outertube and take away the oil. 

        

     Remove the rubber cap, which is in the lower part of the fork. 

       



      Unscrew the nut. 

       

Remove the cartridge. 

       

Clean up well the innertube. 

       

Remove the grain from the front fork leg, if present. 

       

 

 

 

 



After heating the stem, unscrew the leg using the specific key (sold separately). 

    

      Clean up the thread of the innertube and of the leg.                                                                         

           

 

            

      Remove the internal adaptor. 

         

  



1.3 INSTALLATION OF SPHERE DAL SOGGIO 
 

     Insert the hydrostop on the innertube. 

      

     Apply the Loctite 2700. 

      

     Screw the leg on the innertube, and wait that the Loctite grips. 

      

Insert the springs on the outertube. If it is an air cartridge, use the springs supplied on 

the Sphere kit, otherwise use the standard equipment springs. 

      

 



     Make sure locknut is completely screwed. 

      

Insert the cartridge. 

       

Slightly screw the cartridge cap on the outertube. 

       

 

 



Compress the fork up to put out the locknut and block it with a fork (sold separately). 

       

Insert the push rod rebound. 

       

Screw the rebound nut and then squeeze nut and locknut max 13N/m. 

       

Slightly lower the otertube and put the oil in the indicated quantity. 

       



Screw the cartridge on the outertube  and squeeze with the specific hexagonal key (sold 

separately). 

   

  



2 SPHERE CARTRIDGE SETTING 

2.1 COMPRESSION AND REBOUND ADJUSTMENT 
For the compresion adjustment we’ve got 36 click. Before doing it, is recommended to 

rotate in clockwise (H=Hard) the compression star, following the arrows on the 

compression head. Once you have completely closed the compression, rotating in  

counterclockwise the star you may choose the setting that you prefer. Standard setting is 

on the technical data sheet (available for all Sphere models on our website).                                                                                                                   

                                                    

 

For the rebound adjustment, the procedure is the same. Using a flathead screwdriver, 

completely close the rebound rotating the screw in clockwise, following the arrows way  

(H=hard). Once you have closed the rebound, you may choose the setting. Standard setting 

is on the technical data sheet (available for all Sphere models on our website). 

                                                                

 

 

 

 



2.2 PRELOAD ADJUSTMENT 
 

On Sphere is possible to adjust the spring’s preload. On the tube you find 20 grooves, 

distant from each other 5mm, which allow various adjustments. To change the adjustment 

is worthwhile move the snap ring on the desired groove, paying attention that the snap ring 

perfectly went in its place. Once you have arranged the snap ring, is necessary move the 

cup ring in the same position. The preload position is standard and you find it on the 

technical data sheet (available for all Sphere models on our website). 

                                                            

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  



3 SPHERE OIL CHANGE 

 

Remove the screw from the compression head and using a needle remove the bladder’s 

pression. 

                                          

Once you have removed the pression, using a compass key 4, remove the compression. 

                             

Now is possible remove the oil from the cartridge. It is necessary pump out few times the 

piston rod to be sure that all the oil come out. 

                                                              

 

 



Following the indications of the technical data sheet (available for all Sphere models on our 

website), add the quantity and the type of recommended oil. Once you have added the oil, it 

is necessary pump few times the piston rod. 

                                

Reassemble the compression using the compass key and pressurize the bladder based on 

the indications of the technical data sheet (available for all Sphere models on our website). 

After you have pressurized the bladder, push up the piston rod to flush out the oil and 

pressurize once again. 

                                                         

 

Close the screw and after you have put the compression star, bring back the click to the 

desired position. Standard setting is on the technical data sheet (available for all Sphere 

models on our website).   

                     


